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ABOUT US
We are a sizable, India-based company passionate
about software development. Our engineers take pride
in creating world-class applications and providing
phenomenal services and platforms. We leverage
cutting-edge mobile and web technology and our
thinking is in sync with both user demands and
company objectives.
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THIS IS HOW WE DO IT

01RESEARCH & DRAWING
BOARD

We work directly with you to
understand your vision and the
problem you are trying to solve.
We define a problem statement,
and through extensive research
we can pinpoint your target
audience. We constantly develop
your proposal, outlining paths to a
solution. We may occasionally
force you to think differently all in
an effort to improve the end result.
Finally, we will assist you in
formulating success criteria and
metrics.

02SKETCH TO DESIGN

We make rough sketches of the 
product and key user flows. We 
assist you in choosing the 
distribution methods that will 
provide the greatest user 
experience, whether it be through a 
website, mobile application, 
chatbot, conversation interface or 
other method. We'll address 
important issues all while building a 
rich and immersive experience. A 
prototype is created and tested 
against your intended audience.



03

05

COFFEE & CODE

DEPLOYMENT &
MAINTENANCE

We practice the agile
development methodology. We
follow two-week sprints. These are
the building blocks that will
ultimately lead to a solution.

After release, we monitor
performance and listen to user
feedback. Your product may
evolve to user needs and
expectations and we do this
through continuous integration
and development (CI/CD)
pipelines.

04TEST & ITERATE

We provide a internally-tested
version of your product and demo
deliverables at the end of each
sprint. We incorporate any feedback
from stakeholders and account for
them in future sprints. Before public
release of your product, we provide
end-to-end, user acceptance
testing.



4 REASONS TO WORK
WITH US

1. We believe tech should enable
business, not dominate it

2. We’re a small and highly-
engaged team that goes the extra
mile 

3. We probably obsess over our
clients’ customers more than
they do

4. We look to build long-term,
sustainable partnerships

We provide holistic, cost-effective solutions that
are strongly aligned with business needs.

Our extensive work with clients across countries and
business sectors has given us deep insight into
managing end-user expectations.

Our leadership team plays a hands-on role in every
project to eliminate redundancies and ensure clear,
client communication.

We enjoy working with clients with long-term vision
regardless of the size of their organization.



TOOLS WE USE
FRONT-END DEVELOPMENT

BACK-END DEVELOPMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE

DATA SYSTEMS

MOBILE DEVELOPEMEMT



CLIENT COLLABORATION
TOOLS

SOURCE CONTROL SYSTEM

USER EXPERIENCE TOOL

PROJECT MANAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION



EXAMPLES
The following showcases some of the work we've done
for other clients.  



web/mobile

JIYO - DIGITAL WELLBEING 
Jiyo is the brainchild of Dr. Deepak Chopra and Co-founder,
Poonacha Machaiah. Jiyo is a health and wellness application
to improve physical and mental well being of communities
with inspiring content and knowledge, social connection
both physical and online, metrics, technology and curated
products and services.

We worked with the core team in translating their vision into
a viable user experience. 

We architected the core platform, took care of the go-to
market process that handled user-generated content. 

We created a content management system for expert
content generation and expert interactions.

How we helped

How it was done 





web/mobile

FAIRPRICE ZOOM
FairPrice Online is the e-commerce portal of NTUC Fairprice Co-
operative Ltd, Singapore’s largest grocery retailer. With FairPrice
Online, you can shop for a wide range of your household needs .

The challenge was to develop a mobile application to help the
operations optimize the dispatch workflows associated with
different retail shops and manage the online orders of NTUC and
enable different workflows for different order types..

We provided a robust system to handle realtime
transactions and inventory management along with 
 batching multiple orders on delivery routes and
vehicles to reduce overall delivery time.

We integrated with existing legacy systems, pulling
data efficiently and presenting it in a smart way to
enable faster decision-making and improve the
customer experience . The system improved the
dispatch time by 34 mins providing a 160%
improvement.

How we helped

How it was done 





3.

mobile/web/TV

NTUC- SCHOOL ERP

NTUC is Singapore's sole national trade union center. Since
1977, NTUC First Campus has been an early childhood leader,
introducing many inspiring and innovative firsts in their
drive to create bright futures for every child and their family.

The challenge was to replace the existing legacy school
management ERP system with a custom system built from
the ground up.

We worked with core stakeholders to understand business
needs, explore shortcomings of existing system to design
and implement the core tech stack. The customer
experience was delivered on mobile, web, tablet and TV.

How we helped

How it was done 



case study



CLEARTAX MARKETPLACE
Cleartax is India's largest online financial services ,
compliance-management  and tax-filing platform for
individuals and businesses. 
The challenge was to create a marketplace to sell financial
services with an shopping cart and checkout options. This
portal helps millions of individuals and small to medium-sized
businesses in India with their GST filings and compliances.

Cleartax Market place - Ceegees  architected and implemented
the financial services marketplace which handles SLA's related
to different compliance and taxation processes.

Cleartax GST Portal - The platforms helps  small to medium-
sized businesses to file their GST returns.  We worked closely
with the GSTN and government to make the service available
as part of the government rollout of GST.

06.

How we helped

How it was done 

web



web



QYUKI - CREATIVE PLATOFM
Qyuki is a online platform for digital creators in India that was
founded by Oscar and BAFTA winners, AR Rahman and Shekhar
Kapur.

The platform helps aspiring artists to get discovered, grow their
audience, create content and launch their D2C brands.

Ceegees worked with the stakeholder since inception and
contributed significantly to ideation, product design and
architecture. 

Ceegees delivered the initial version of the platform ,handling
the  end-to-end development, adhering to the different
security, personalization, compatibility, performance and
scaling requirements 

How we helped

How it was done 

web



web



3.

BZAAR - ECOMMERCE
BZAAR was established in 2020 to help small to medium-
sized businesses (SMBs) the ability to digitally buy wholesale
products from South and Southeast Asia.

These countries were not accessible to small buyers due to a
lack of infrastructure and the offline nature of doing business.
There were no digital alternatives and no online platforms for
SMBs to discover trusted sellers and assistance along their
buying journey.

The challenge was to build an e-commerce platform from
the ground up . 

The platform handles real-time transactions and inventory
management. A scaleable CMS system dynamically
changes the experience of different pages and handles
the customer experience in different user-flows. We also
implemented instrumentation to handle and integrate
with different marketing pipelines by generating business
intelligence dashboards from different data sources.

How we helped

How it was done 

web



web



Ceegees worked with the Bwin's incubator to identify
potential opportunities in play money gambling to come up
with innovative concepts to get a buy-in from core stake
holders.  

Running user labs for validating the concepts and
identifying and architecting the solutions to scale to
millions of users. 

BWIN - SLOTS TALE GAME
BWin is a European online betting giant with 20Mn+ users. 

Ceegees worked with a diverse team across countries like
France, Israel and Ukraine to develop several interactive
betting and pay-to-play games for BWin. 

These include Chase the Ace (live-location interactive game),
Poker Hero (poker), Bingowords (word game), SlotsTale (slot
machines), Ace Hangouts (poker), Buzzr (google buzz
counter) and other games.

How we helped

How it was done 

web



web



THANK YOU
Ruben Sandoval
ruben@ceegees.in
US +1 210-883-6136
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